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The Scoop on The Soap Reader
Adults 18+
Total Audience: 			

2,955,000

Women				87%

Soap Opera Digest
reaches
3 Million adults!

Median Age			54.3 years
Median HHI			$35,775
Women 18-49:			

31%

Women 25-54:			

42%

Diamond White and
Delon de Metz
The Bold and the Beautiful
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AAM Publisher’s statement June 2017
Competitive Set: In Touch, Life & Style and People

Reaching All Media Touch Points
PRINT

• Advertorials
• Editorial Integration
• Custom Sweeps
• Shoppers’ Guides

EVENTS

• Soap Star Appearance
• Fan Events

DIGITAL

• Site-wide Takeovers
• Custom Banners
• Newsletter

RETAIL

• Strategic Rack Cards at
High-Traffic Retailers
• Sampling

SOCIAL
MEDIA

• Custom Twitter Postings
• Sponsored Facebook Tabs

Drake Hogestyn
and Deidre Hall
Days of Our Lives

Giving Readers What They Crave
Soap Opera Digest, the leading magazine reporting on the soap
opera industry for over 40 years, provides behind-the-scenes scoop
and breaking news to passionate soap fans every week.
With special editorial features on beauty, fashion, health/fitness and
parenting, in addition to the latest soap news, Soap Opera Digest
gives readers all the information they crave.

John McCook and
Rena Sofer

The Bold and the Beautiful

Late-Breaking News: The Go-To Section
Each week, millions of readers turn to Late Breaking News for all the latest, hot-off-the-press information about
the soap world. This informative feature covers headline stories, both on and off camera. Soap fans rely on
Late Breaking News for the latest cast changes, sneak peeks of upcoming storylines and real-life information
about their favorite stars, including engagements, weddings and birth announcements.

Soap Opera Digest takes readers behind-the-scenes to reveal who’s been hired and who’s been fired, roles
that are being recast and the weekly ratings for all of the shows.
From heartfelt good-byes from actors who are leaving their show to teasers about what is going to happen
on-camera, Late Breaking News is a must-read for millions of fans who want the inside scoop on their favorite
form of entertainment.
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Soap Star Style
Wondering what trends the hottest daytime stars are donning
off-screen? Soap Opera Digest brings you these answers and
more in its weekly Star Style feature.

Star Style gives readers a peek into soap stars’ cosmetic cases
and closets and provides entertaining commentary from the
Soap Opera Digest Style Squad. Sometimes our experts agree
and sometimes they don’t, making Star Style must-read for all.
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house. We have the most
extraordinary team that can
literally execute anything that
we dream. But due to current
safety protocols we needed
to minimize the number of
people in our fittings, so the
pandemic actually dictated a
design decision of outsourcing a gown for this special

day. Abby’s gown made
quite a long trip for the
ceremony, coming from the
designer Toni Maticevski in
Australia.”
What modifications did
you make? “The vast
majority of the clothes that
hit camera are altered or
modified in some way. Hemlines adjusted, sleeves are
often made slimmer, shorter
or even taken off. The gown
for Abby’s wedding was no
exception and went through
a few fittings to make sure
everything was perfect in
both the fit and movement.”
Abby’s dress doesn’t look
like a traditional wedding
gown. Why did you opt for
that? “I believe that the
unexpected draws the eye.
When we think traditional
wedding, we think of lace
and tulle. In designing the
show, whether for a day
at Crimson Lights or an
anniversary gala, my idea is
that we want to create visuals through clothing that are
the opposite of pedestrian and
always excite our audience
with something they maybe
have not yet seen. A wedding
dress should always come
first, before the accessories.
Therefore, this pale gray dress
with its theatrical shoulder and
waist drapes already fulfilled
the idea of a veil or somethin
g

framing and trailing behind the
bride. Due to the Grecian design, we came up with the idea
of adding a half crown of metallic leaves and crystals in lieu
of
a veil as a special surprise.”
Did Melissa offer any input?
“I started with Y&R in June
of 2019, so this was my very
first wedding. How wonderful
it was to collaborate with the
absolutely lovely Melissa! I determined many years ago, when
designing for the characters
of
ALL MY CHILDREN, GENERAL
HOSPITAL and PORT CHARLES
,
that collaboration is key. My
goal in dressing each characte
r
on a daily basis is to make each
actor feel absolutely fantastic
in their clothes. A wedding is
no
exception. I met with Melissa
very early in the process and
started a conversation about
what Abby might be wearing
on this day. The results from
the words we came up with of
‘unexpected’, ‘grand’, ‘romantic
’
and ‘modern’ manifested in
the
gown seen walking down the
aisle.”
What was Melissa’s reaction
to her dress? “I believe the
word that Melissa kept repeating in the weeks leading up
to the taping of the wedding
scenes in regard to her dress
was ‘obsessed’! ”

hat they’re doing

Y&R Costume Designer David
Zyla
shares all the behind-the-scenes
details that went into Abby and
Sharon’s wedding dresses.

How did you decide upon the
style of
Sharon’s wedding dress? “The
design
for Sharon’s dress was actually
based
on my very first conversation
with Sharon Case when I joined the show.
In her
very first fitting, we came up
with a
theory for all of her character
’s wardrobe. It was that ‘Sharon dresses
to reflect her mood and does
not
rely on traditional rules.’ This
is
the exact comment I reference
d in
creating her wedding look.”
How did you decide on the
color?
“The character of Sharon has
been
through so much with her recent
health, and Sharon Case and
I really
felt that her wedding dress needed
to convey both a celebratory
and
romantic vibe. I am very color-driv
en
in designing at Y&R. Each character has a specific color palette
as
well as specific fabrics, necklines
,
etc. that help to distinguish their
fashion choices. For Sharon’s
wedding to Rey, we settled on
her version of the color
nude that was
hyper-romantic,
and to keep true
to the character,
we used it in an
unexpected way in
the form of a 1930s bias satin
gown.”
What is the label on the dress?
“Sharon’s satin
gown is by Fame and Partners.
”
Did you do any editing? “As
with most pieces that
hit camera, Sharon’s dress needed
the usual
tweaks of the neckline and hem.
”
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Y&R) appreciates her alter
ego’s budding sense of style.
“We definitely have different
styles,” she notes. “Sometimes
the show lets me take Faith’s
clothes home and that’s the
best day when I get to do that.
I’m always looking at tags and
labels and ordering stuff that
she wears. I think her style
is more chic than mine. She
wears these great sweaters and
really cute boots that I’ve actually ordered online. Ever since
I got them, I’ve been wearing
them every single day. The
wardrobe people have always
been so amazing in shopping
for me. There are times when
I say, ‘I’m not really obsessed
with this,’ but that rarely happens because their choices are
so phenomenal. I’m more
street wear than Faith. My
style is a lot more leggings,,
sweatpants and black. I’m
more comfy, where Faith’s
style is more like a miniSharon. I love Sharon’s
wardrobe on the show and
Sharon Case [Sharon] has
amazing style in real life,
too.”
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style. “Growing up in the
n Describe your personal
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What about skin
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I’m a pretty
straightforward
man.”
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How did you decide
on a style for Abby?
“In figuring out Abby’s
wedding look, one of the
things that Melissa [Ordway] and I chatted about
was that the character
is an heiress, and even
though the wedding was
announced briefly before
its execution, she is a
woman with resources.
The character loves fashion, and would definitely
take the opportunity on
such an important day
to ensure to shine like
herself. Whenever we do
a wedding on Y&R, we
start with the characters
and make our design
decisions based upon
where they are at and
how they feel about the
upcoming nuptials. In the
case of Abby and Chance,
we determined that Abby
has been in pursuit of a
great love for some time,
and that her special day
would be a celebration of
that in not only the attire, but
in the beautiful decor, artfully created by the Y&R Art
Department.”
Was the dress made in
house or bought off the
rack? “I had the idea of
designing something in24
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Favorite beauty products, wardrobe must-haves and
accessory do’s and don’ts make this feature a fashion
encyclopedia overflowing with information.

Send your style questions to
Star Style, Soap Opera Digest,
4 New York Plaza, 2nd Floor,
New York, NY 10004 or email
them to SODSound@soap
operadigest.com.

Due to the volume of mail
received, we regret that we canlly.
not answer your letters persona

Lani (Sal
Stowers)
2018

Gwen (Emily
O’Brien)
2021
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Fitting Image provides readers with the advice they
need to look and feel like their favorite soap stars. This
star-studded engages readers as their favorite stars reveal
personal strategies for looking and feeling their very best.

Thomas
Melody(Nikki)
Scott
ANIMAL ATTRACTION:
“Reilly is now 8 years
old, she was 1 or 2 when
I adopted her. She is a
mixed terrier. A mutt!”

e how you came
Please share
to find Reilly. And how did
you know she was meant for
your household? “[My husband] Edward [Scott] had gone
to the South Central Animal
Shelter to scout locations for
a remote sequence for THE
L
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL
pro[where he serves as supervising
next
ducer]. He needed to go back the for
day and he asked me to come alongdriv‘Safe
said.
I
thanks,’
the ride. ‘No,
Then
back.’
get
you
when
you
See
ing.
that
he told me that he saw a dog there
I immehe thought I might want to see. we
diately hopped into the car! When
Edward
arrived, we learned that the dog
been
had seen the day before had already

Pet Set is where readers get to meet the adorable pets
that have stolen the hearts of daytime’s biggest soap
stars. A fun look into a unique aspect of the lives of these
stars, and the companions that make them complete!
Mother/Father Knows Best asks daytime’s actors to share
their techniques of coping with the role of parenting.
Soap fans with children will love the practical advice
they receive from their favorite soap parents.
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Ingredients
2 large cans of cubed
sweet potatoes
2 eggs
½ cup milk
½ cup butter
1 tsp. pure vanilla
extract
¼ cup ground allspice

¼ to ½ cup ground
cinnamon
½ cup brown sugar
A pinch of cloves,
to taste
A pinch of nutmeg,
to taste
One 16-oz. bag of
marshmallows

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Place sweet potatoes in a mixing bowl.
3. Add butter, and then mash. Then add milk,
eggs, sugar, spices and vanilla extract, and
whip them all together.
4. Place mixture in an oven-safe casserole pan
or dish and bake for 30-35 minutes.
5. Remove dish from oven. Add marshmallows
to top and then broil, just for a few minutes —
“literally watch them” — until browned.

n Where did you get this recipe? “My mom used to
always make these carrots, which were so good. I’ve
JIM
always loved them, which is why I included it in my book,
WA
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The Modern Gentleman.”
Any suggestions for how this recipe
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carrots — and the fact that root vegetables
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Carrots

6. Serve and enjoy.
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Matthew Atkinson’s
(Thomas) Mom
Connie’s Sweet
Potato Casserole
n What does this dish mean to you?
“Every year, my mom likes to make the
same dishes, but the number one dish
that pops up every year for me — and
if it wasn’t there, it would be very, very
depressing — is my mom’s sweet potato
casserole. It is incredible.”
What do you like most about the dish?
“What’s not to like? It’s got cinnamon
and brown sugar, and there are obviously
marshmallows on top, and you just can’t
get enough.”
How would you describe this dish?
“It’s addictive to its core. That’s what I’ll
say.”
Have you ever tried to make it yourself? “I’m actually excited to get the
recipe from my mom for this so I can
finally try and make it myself. You know
moms and their recipes, so this is a big
deal.”
Any other tips? Connie Atkinson says,
“I learned to cook from my mom and she
does cooking by sight or feel. No specific measurements so I’ll give my
best approximation, but definitely
add all spices to
your taste.”
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were you first told
Soap Opera Digest: When sets?
new
about building these the writers and proDavid Hoffman: Since
was going to be a big
this
that
knew
ducers
out to me about seven
event, they reached
going to shoot our
weeks before we were real luxury for us, as
a
first scenes. This was schedule only allows
our normal production research, conceive,
to
three weeks at most swing set like this.
design and build a new
daunted by the scope
Digest: Were you at all
of this project?
I are always up for a
and
team
Hoffman: My
t would certainly
projec
this
and
challenge,
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n the lead-up
to their wedding day, Luke
and Laura had
a choice to make:
exchange vows as
planned and risk a
bigamy charge, as
her 1979 union to
an MIA Scotty was
still legally intact, or
attempt to secure a
Stand-Up Guy:
quickie divorce for
Robert (Tristan
Rogers) served as
Laura in Mexico
Luke’s best man.
without Scotty’s consent. Laura decided
to go with option numbe
PHOTOS: ERIK HEIN/ABC
PHOTO ARCHIVES
r two, and
; ABC
the day before the nuptial
lovebirds returned from s, the
her divorce decree in hand.Mexico,
That night, Luke’s
buddie
s
Robert and Slick took him
a raucous bachelor party out for
(his
Ruby participated by jumpin Aunt
of a cake), but the groom g out
-to-be
slipped out to meet up
with
on the docks. They parted Laura
ways
and slept in separate
Both woke up the next quarters.
Walk-On Role: Rick
in great spirits. He droppemorning
d in on
(Chris Robinson)
Ruby, while Lesley helped
escorted Laura down
her
daughter primp for the
the aisle.
ceremony.
Opposite this, Helena
Cassadine
— whose husband, Mikko
a struggle with Luke on s, had died in at the de facto altar at
— was skulking around Cassadine Island best man Robert at his the gazebo with
Port Charles, and ees
side. As attendhad her underlings anonym
like
ously deliver Alan Lila, Edward, Steve, Audrey, Gail,
models of the Cassadine
yacht, The Titan smiles,and Monica looked on with huge
(later known as The Haunte
d Star), to the Ruby groomsmen Bryan and Joe escorted
bride and groom.
and Lesley, respectively,
down the
long aisle. Lesley dabbed
Meanwhile, Luke and
away
Laura’s guests guests
began assembling on
applauded and waved as a tear, and
the
bridal attenmayor’s mansion, wheregrounds of the dants Amy (the bride’s sister),
Bobbie (the
would be held. The weddin the nuptials groom’s sister), Tiffany
and
Claudia lined
in antique convertibles, g party arrived up, followed by Laura,
who arrived sepaand after Luke rately
hopped off the 1909 Studeb
with Rick. It was go time!
aker Flanders
that was his transport,
The
he took his place dants wedding march began, and the attenmade their way toward
Luke. A hush
r terrace
an adjoining exterio yside.
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palazzo study with
ok the Italian countr m,
and courtyard that overlo
only have a single bedroo
Originally, we were to the wedding grew, we endedd
for
but as the guest list
Then at the lastt
ms.
bedroo
five
of
forr
up with a total
to create a storage room
minute, we were asked to take place in.
a pivotal confrontation
research entail?
Digest: What did your
cture of the set, I mostly
Hoffman: For the archite videos found online, as
and
relied on photographs had taken from a trip to Italy
I
well as travel photos set decoration team, led by
our
a few years back. Our
Jennifer Haybach, filled
Justine Mercado and bulletin boards of reference
conference room with furnishings, décor and of
photos of antique Italian romantic wedding ideas
most
the
Savala
course some of
Art Director Jennifer
they could dream up. details that were rolled into
added lovely finishing all the fabulous pieces into
the design. Organizing no small feat in itself, and
was
sets
tive
respec
so that
their
mission control room
that space became our about a specific detail of a
on
exactly
if anyone had a questi
walk in there and find
set, they could simply for.
g
what they were lookin updates on the progress
e
Digest: Did you provid
left alone and given full
of the sets or were you magic?
cers
autonomy to work your
fortunate that our produ Art
very
Hoffman: We are
in what we do in the
trust
of
deal
bring
have a great
it’s very important to
is brimming
Main Stay: The study “Of all the
Department. Still, I thinkthe journey, so I like to pronce.
on
us
with
with old-world ambie favorite room,”
along
of the
them
my
ings or walk-throughs floor
sets, this one was Heinle (Victoria).
vide them with render
sets, as well as
enthuses Amelia
plans and inspiration
décor.
the
for
boards
I knew we were on
to something when
the first responses
came back so positive and the writers
started adding additional rooms to the
original design.
Digest: Were there
any changes along
Key Note Speaker: “I have played
the way to your origion many different concert pianos,
years,
the
nal concepts?
like Steinways, through
but I’ve never encountered a
Hoffman: No matter

That being said, I think
qualify as a big one. at first, “Can’t we go
all of our reactions were to do this?” Not only
on location somewhere to create a luxurious
were we being asked o from scratch, filled
multiroom Italian palazz but also a wedding
es,
with European antiqu
City’s most prominents
for two of Genoa
be no cutting of corner
figures. There would
ately, we put our initial
to be had here! Ultim
ced the mantra, “If
to
jitters behind us and embra
ny, we will just have
we can’t go to Tusca
here!”
bring Tuscany
sets are there?
o
palazz
many
Digest: How
consists of the
set
main
The
Hoffman:

Blüthner,” marvels returning Y&R
alum Janice Lynde (Leslie). “It
was pure joy to play.”
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Beauty Bar features the hottest makeup trends today.
Covering all things beauty it provides readers with the
advice needed to achieve the looks of daytime’s most
beautiful stars!
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Teen Scene places the spotlight on the hottest teens on
the soaps today and explores current trends, style choices,
social interaction and more.
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adopted. Perusing the cages, I came
little
upon this furless, skin-and-bone
we
thing. The moment our eyes met,
has
began an ‘eye conversation’ that
d
yet to stop! She seemed to understan
Her
her.
to
saying
was
everything I
please
‘Please,
pleading,
were
eyes
a good
take me home with you! I’ll be
The rest
girl and won’t be any trouble.’
is history and she has kept her word!”

name
How did you come up with the St.
was
Reilly? “The day we found her
our luck
Patrick’s Day. In keeping with
her an
of the Irish, we wanted to give
Irish name.”
Do you know what other breeds
Reilly is comprised of? “I actually
DNA
did send away for one of those
tests and they said she was a Basset
Subtle Nod: Reilly
Hound!”
personal
keeping it low-key
Reilly’s
of
What aspects
for Halloween.
brief,
ity do you adore? “Well, to be
always
she follows me everywhere, is
by my side or at my feet. She
sleeps with me, is fiercely
Natural Beauty:
protective of me and has kept
Reilly enjoying the
her eye-promise in being the
great outdoors.
best and most loyal dog in the
world.”
chalearly
any
Were there
came
first
Reilly
after
lenges
home? “When we went to
her first vet appointment, he
told me that stress could cause
a dog to lose their hair. He
assured me that with a little
love and regular feedings, she
would grow her fur back and
fill out. He was absolutely
right!”
Would you say then that
you’re Reilly’s favorite
The Girl Is Mine: Scott knew
human? “Most definitely! We
hers
that Reilly was meant to be
adore each other.”
from “the moment our eyes
In what ways do you spoil Reilly?
met”.
Farmer’s
“Reilly eats food made by The
and
it
loves
Dog. It’s a bit pricey but she
our porch.
it is automatically delivered to
fresh
Very convenient. She also loves treats.
chicken or string cheese as special other
for
She doesn’t seem to care much really
dogs, so playdates are out. I don’t unless
so
approve of dressing up animals,
I let
it’s raining and she needs a raincoat,
her have her dignity!”
nals
How is Reilly with other professiocare
“Doesn’t
?
like the vet or groomer
happy
only
she’s
,
Seriously
for either one.
when she is at home with me!”
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Let’s Make a Meal dishes out recipes as well as
behind-the-scenes information with a fun twist! Find
out what the soap stars like to cook and with whom
they like to share their favorite meals.
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